
Force , work and
Energy

Lesson : 6

Class : IV



Learn and write the words 
( Dictation)

1. similarly
2. muscular

3. mechanical
4. gravitational

5. frictional
6. machines

7. lever
8. pulley

9. inclined
10. screw

11. hammer
12. grooves
13. interior

14. electricity
15. wedge

16. chemical



I) Answer the
following:

a)  What are simple machines?
How do they help us? Name five

simple machines.
 

Simple machines are tools that
make our work easier by

changing the direction of a force
needed in our daily life. Simple

machines help us to do our
work faster with less effort.
Five simple machines are:

i) Lever
ii) Pulley

iii) Wheel and axle
iv) inclined plane

v) Screw
 



b) Draw and label the following:

1. Inclined plane 

2.Screw



3 Wheel and axle. 

4. Pulley  



c) What are different forms of
energy into which solar energy can

be changed ? 
Electrical energy and chemical

energy are two different forms of
energy into which solar energy can

be changed. These energy can
further be transformed into other

forms of energy.
 

d) Name the machines being used at
home in which one form of energy is

changed into another.
i)Tube light , LED, electric bulb -

These changes the electrical energy
to light energy.

ii) induction stove , hair dryer ,
electric iron- These convert electrical

energy to heat energy.
 
 



e) what is geothermal energy ? 
 

Geothermal energy is heat that is generated within
the earth .It is a renewable energy source because

heat is continuously produced inside the earth . It is
used to generate electricity and 

 offers powers in villages and industrial areas .
 
 



a) People often fall on polished floors than on
floors with carpet.

 
Polished floors are very smooth ;thereby they have
very less friction. Whereas the carpet produce the
necessary friction for movement between the feet

and the carpet.
 

b) When we throw a stone upward ,it finally comes
down to earth.

 
Earth has gravity which make everything attract

towards itself . This is why when we throw a stone
upward ,it will finally comes down to earth .

 

II) Give reason 
why ?

 



Book work





The end


